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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

EMERGENCY MEASURES FOR INCREASING 

THE RANGE OF FIGHTER AIRPLANES 

By Robert T. Jones and Jose p h W. Wetmor 

SUMMARY 

An analysis was made to show the relative effective-
ness of streamline external fuel tanks, a fuel tank in 
the form of a wing mounted in a biplane position, and 
auxiliary Wing panels at bached at the wing tips to in-
crease the soan as temporary means for increasing the 
range of a fighter-ty p e airp lane. The air p lane con-
sidered, is representative of either an Army or Navy 
single-engine heavy fighter, Figures and charts for the 
various devices considared show the results of calcula-
tions of range, duration of flight, and take-off distance 
for both land-base and carrier operation. 

The results indicated that the wing-ti p extensions 
were the most promising of the devices considered. 	 It 
was estimated that 10-foot ti p exteneions - that is an 
increase in span of 20 feet	 used in conjunction with a 
streamline external fuel tank would increase the range 
of the airplane 125 to 130 percent without any increase 
in the distance required to take off from either a land 
base or a carrier. With 5-foot tip extensions, the range 
would be increased 65 c 70 p ercent, under the same limi-
tations. The tank wing was found to cause some reduction 
in the efficiency of the air p lane in terms of miles per 
gallon. The acld.ed, area would permit a greeter fuel lead 
to be carried, however, for a given take-off distance and 
the range would thereby be increased. For a given take-
off distance from a land base, the calculated increase in 
range due to the tank wing was about 45 percent. The in-
crease for a given carrier take-off would be about 20 
percent	 Increasing the. range 50 percent by carrying 
extra fuel in a streamline external tank without any 
other modifications to the airplane would reciuire an



increase of 20 percent in take-off distance from a lana 
base and 32 percent from a carrier. 

INTRODUCTION 

The range of fighter-type airplanes is ordinarily 
relatively short because of high span loading and limita-
tions on the s pace available for fuel. Permanent modi-
fications in the desi gn of the airplane to achieve longer 
ranges would not be acce p ta'ole.because of the consequent 
imtairment of other characteristics that are ordinarily 
of greater importance. Under certain circumstances, how-
ever - for exam p le, for ferrying Purposes - it would be 
of great value to increase the range of fighter airplanes 
by temporary devices, des p ite sacrifices in other perform-
ance characteristjc, 

Considerable increases in range .xeay be obtained by 
carrying streamline external fuel tanks but only at the 
cost of a possibly p rohibitive increase in take-off dis-
tance.	 Several methods, d igned to increase the range 
without increasing the take-off distance, have been sug-
gested. One of these methods consists essentially in 
making the external tank in the shap e of an airfoil to 
increase the total wing area. Another method consists 
in adding area at the wing ti p s, which has the advantage 
of increasing not only the wing area f or take--off but 
also the sp an and, thereby, the efficiency in terms of 
miles per gallon of fuel s	 Such area might be added in 
the form ol' temporary ext ensicas attached in plc

. 
,3o of the 

removable fairings on the original' wings.. 

D etermination of the most expedi cut method will de-
pend on a number of factors Outside the field of the 
present investigation, such as pilot endurance, area 
available for take-off, and structural considerations 
The following analysis is intended to p rcvite a comoar-
icon of the suggested methods on the basis of maximum at-
tainable range, flying time required, and take-off dis-
tances from e ther a land base or a carrier..	 The cal--
culat ions sere made for an airplane the characteristics 
of which may be considered representative of either an 
Army or Navy single-engine heavy fighter,
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ANALYSIS 

Airplane.- The characteristics of the airplane con-  
Oj

side-red in the analysis are: 

Wing area, square feet	 ..............310 

Wing span, feet .................. 41 

Wing incidence angle, degrees ............2 

Ground angle (longitudinal axis), degrees .....12 

Emp ty weight (design gross weight lees 

norma.l fuel load), pounds 	 . .	 11000

Engine displacement, cubic inches .........2900 

Supercharger	 ...........to-tage, gear-driven

Propeller . . . . . . . . . . three-blade, constant-speed 

Propeller gear ratio	 ................2:1 

Maximum speed at sea level, miles per hour . . .	 317 

Capacity of internal fuel tank, gallons ......300 

A sketch of the airplane with a tank wing' Of 3O- 
gallon capacity (_'I-ft chord by 20-ft span) is shown in 
figure 1. In figure 2 the airplane is shown with 10-foot 
wing-ti p extensions (area increase, approx, 80 sq ft) and 
a 300-gallon streamline external tank. 

C alculation of range	 Tho range was calculatod by 
the Breg'uet formula, which takes account of the continu-
ous reduction in power re q uired to operate at constant 
lift-drag ratio.	 The eivation is 

9	 375	 l0ge
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whe re 

R	 range, miles 

r.	 average propulsive efficiency during flight 

C	 average specific fuel con sumption during flight, 
pounds per horsepower-hour 

L/D lift-drag ratio of airpane 

Wt	 weight of airplane at take-off 

W e	 weiht of airplane with tanks empty 

Calculation	 of aorcdynaic	 efficiency L/D._ 

for	 use	 in 
relation

The 

the values of aerodynamic	 efficiency	 L/D
range	 equation we re computed from the

L._  
D	

1e075f 

1,; /1 	 1.075 irb -. 

w hero 

1'	 parasite area of airplane 

W	 weight of airplane 

P	 mass density of air 

V	 true airspeed, miles per hour 

b e	 effective span 

For the or iginal airplane, the value of f was calcu- 
lated from consideration of the maxi:nuni speed and. corre-
sponding power output of the engine.	 I ncrements in para-site area due to 4,., -he external tanks, the tank wing and the wing-tip ex ten51o5 were estimated by det erminine. the wetted areas of these additions and Mul t i -p lyin g g by a skinfrjctjon 
coefficient of 0.005, reprcsc-ntnti•e of a turbulent boundary 
layer	 For the stramiine e x ternal tanks, the 'etted area 
was assumed to be that of an elli-psoid of revolution having 
a f i neness ratio of 5 and providix 	 the desired volume. The 
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drag of a faired tank has been founi to he sl1h.tly less 
than that obtained by this method. 

For the normal airplane and the a i r p lanewith wing- 
tip extensions, the effective span L	 was assumed to be 
90 percent of the actual span. For the tank wing, the 
effective span was taken as the effective span of the 
original airplane multiplied by Munk	 span factor the 
value of the factor for the configuration assumed (fig. 1) 
was taken from reference 1; and. the assum p tion that the. 
lift would be distributel between the two winas in 
port-Ion to to their respective areas was used. 

The curves	 of	 i/D against	 --	 , where	 1%	 is 
/ 

V	 , 
the airplane weight with any fuel load and V	 is	 the true airspeed at	 an altitude of	 10,000	 feet,	 are plo t t ed.	 in	 fig- 
ure	 3(a) for	 the variocs riodifications	 of the	 airplane. 
The curve for a given airplane ccnfiguratj is	 indoend.ent 
of loeding when p lotted in this manner.

.lculationo_Y ro.	 reffioje n c 
Values of propulsive efficiency fl were computed. fron full- 
scale test data on a suitable propoll ernace1le, combination. 
Specific fuel consump tion C was determined from manufe,c-
turer t s performance charts for the engine cons iclorecI.	 It
was assumed, that the Cfl2jIie was O P Or."Ai rI g in low blower and 
subject tothe lmitatD.oao on engine speea mae. mani- oa. 
pressure s p ecified for The cruising power conditicn, 	 hevalues of C were increased. 5 :ercent to take account of 
oil consumption. The maximum value of the ra t io /C was 
determined, for ceveral values of bra]e hors epower at each 
of a number of airsoec d.s an altitucLe of 10 c:33 feet was 
assumed, It was found that the maximum valve of	 /C at
a given airspeed is prac Thally unaffected by cons iderahie 
variations, in poacr. with the result thet a cingle curve 
of rn/C again s t true airs p eed given in figure 3(b) 
could  

be used for dll the airplane m o dificatjo's considered. 

Detormjnat -n of loadina,	 The weight of fuel carried 
was estma;ect on the basis of b pounas per gallon,	 Tins 
value was 1ncrasod 5 perc.nt to allow ior oil consu'evtiop. 
The weight of the s treaml inc e x t e rnal fuel tanke and. the 
weight of the tank wing were asumi to be 15/85 of the 
weight of the fuel the tanks a  c capable of cenr y  ng, TJse 
weight of the wing-tir extensions was taken as 3 pounds rer 
square foot of area added, The l oadings used for the s cv-
eral modifications of the airplane that were considered in 
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C ont It i on 

Nornal airplane 

300--gallon e::ternal 
tank added 

5-foot iiig tips 
added 

Total fuel Empty 
capacity vieiht 
(gal) (ib) 

300 P11,000 

600 j	 11,319 

300
1	 11155

6 

the calculations are given in the following table 

5--foot wing tips and 
on oxternal 

tank added 

10-foot wing t ipe 
ad. dod 

10f00' wing tips and. 
300- allen external 

I'	 tank added

600	 I .11,474. 

300. 	 11, 300 

500	 11,619

Take-off'
weight

El 

(1.•-) 

i89Q 1.172 

	

15,09	 l.3 

13,043 1 1.168 

15,247 1.328 

	

13,l	 I 1l55 

15,392 l324 

Calc'iJL, tion of 	 a kc-o:"f distacca,, - Take.off dierces 
from hctha1an-. base nni a cari 1cr were coa puted for he 
various airplaae conditions,For the land--base 

take - c:Pfs, 
the distance required to clear a 50f0ot o tac 	 was in.-. cludod. It as ssued that w	 a	 m 	 flaps would not be use, and 
that there was no wind 0	 2he ground.--up d 	 tan. c.i,or-. corn-outed b y the cthod of reference 2	 The take-off o-eef.was taken as 5 percent, in el.cess of the power-ofi stallin speed and the ro] . lin -fr j ction coeffjcjen -, e 005	 Air-



run distances were estimated frc the results ef sten-'oy-
step intcratjons of the a A r-run fli -ht path, based en the aosumtion that the lift coefficient at which the air 
plane takes off would be maintained up to the 5O--fot he!aht	 For the carrier take - Off s ,, only the distance re- 
quired to attain take-off speed was calculated, Eetizsation 
of' take-off speed was based on the 	 t.-Ion.  thet the tail
wheel would be in contact with the deck at tako - off, The 
airplane was assumed. to be ecp.ipped with partial-span 
slotted ha-es that would be deflect. 300 for carrier tai-o -offs. The deck-wind velocity was taicen as 5 knots and ne 
rolling-fajct ton coef±'iciei1t , as 0.02 	 The method, of refer 
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enco 2 was used for the Calculation of the take-off clis- 
tances 

For both land-base and carrier take-offs, account 
wads taken, as well as possible, of the effects of slipstream 
and p roximity of the ground. Lift increments due to the 
slipstream were estimated, from the semierspirical formulas 
given in reference 3 	 The parasito dra g of p arts of theairplane in the slipstream was assumed to be increased in 
proportion to the increase in dynamic pressure in the slip-
stream. It was assumed that the induced drag associated 
with the lift increment due to the slipstream would be the 
same as though this lift increment  were obtained with a 
flap having a span equal to the slipstream diameter. The 
effects of ground mt erference on the lift-'curve slope end 
induced, drag were estimated. on the basis of ?ioselsbergei. 
adaptation of bi plane tiory (reforoneo 4), 

P,DSULTS AND DISOITSSIO:T 

Chart for	 1eand takc . '. eff d.istrce- A chart, from 
which the range, mean sneed or duration of flight and take-
off distances from a land. base or a carrier may be estimated 
for any of the cases considered, has been cons tructed from 
the results of the caicu.at ions o range and. take-off dis- 
tance and is given in figure 4e Values of the range effi-
ciency factor

	

	 are plotted in the upper left-.hand 
CD 

section of the chart against a variable speed scale ju3t 
below. This plot shows lines of constant mean speed 
sloping to the left ith increasing values of the ratio of 
take-off weight to empty weight, given on the diagonal scale 
to the right, and thereby take account of eke fact that 
the speed. cc rresponciin v to a given pcint on the 	 .	 curve

for a given condition increases with increasing weight 
Inasmuch as the value of r,/C	 (fig. 3) for a g:Lue.0 speedis found to he practically i nde p endent of loading for the 
e n g i ne-olDerating cond.ition s assumed, the value corresDonding 
to a given value of L/D will vary s onewhat with lend ing 
The variation, however is small cad. values of	 /C for the airspeed cor rospondjng to the average of the full and 
empty loading for each airplane condition were therefore 
used in determining, the	 curves. 

CD
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In the upper right-hand section of the chart, curves 

defining the relation between .- .. and 	 for con-



CD 
stant values of range are plotted. The 1 ewer part of 
the chart shows the variation with of take--off 
distance from a land base or a carrier for the various 
airplane configurations 

The method of using the chart is ind.icated in fig-
ure 4 by the dashed lines drawn between the small circles 
on the curves and. scales. The case illustrated is that of 
estimating the maximum range and. duration of flight of the 
normal airp lane for which the take-off distance from a l, nd. 
base is limited to 2500 feet. A line is drawn vertically 
from the 2500-foot p oint on the land-base take-off curve 
for the normal airlane through the W t 	 scale and up 
to the range section. Another line, is drawn horizontally 

1. 
from the peak of the prpper 	 '.	 curve to intersect the 

QC 

vertical line.	 (It will h C, ncted. that th valre  

is between the p eaks of the 110--exterfla1-. t,nk and the 300-
galionoxterna1_ta:1 curves to taLe account of the fact 
that an intermediate external-tank size is rocjuired. for 
the case assumed, in the o .ample 0 ) The letersection of 
the horizontal and vertieni linesgives ;he value of 
maximum range - about 2050 miles for the b::arrjplo. 	 In 
order to estimat the mean 170100 ity, a vert icel line is 

drawn down from the point correspondin t; to the. value of - 

used in determining the range. Tao piont of inter secicu 
of this line with a horizontal line drawn from the 'previously 
established point on the W/'i 0 scale gi.vs the mean speed 
of the fli g ht - about 205 miles er hour for the exainDle. 
The duration of the flight is given by d.viding the range 
by the moan s p eed and is found to he about 905 houro. 
The same procedure would be followed for the case of take- 
off from a carrier, using the c arriertake- off curves in- 
stead of the land-base curves. 

Figures 5 and S have boon prepared fron the c}art. in 
figure 4 to 'orovidu a more direct com parison of the various 
menus for increasing the range	 Figure 5 shows the minimum 
take-off distances and. the corrcspond.in duration of flight 
Plotted against range., Figure 5 gives the variation Of 
take-off distances with range when the duration of f light 
for a given range is the same for all cases as that for the 
original airplane operating at maximum efficiency.



Streamline external_ t ank - In figuro 5 it is shown 
that, by increasing the fuel capacity of the airplane from 
300 to 600 gal].ons through the use of a streamline external 
tank, the maximum range would be increased from about 1450 

I NJ	 to 2600 miles or about 80 percent, The take-off distance 
from a land base would be increased from 2150 feet-
2,940 feet cr about 35 p ercent, From a carrier, the take-
off distance would be increased from 308 to bOO feet or 
about 62 percent, The extent to which an increase in 
take-off distance from a land bse would be acceptable 
de p ends, of course, on the size of airfield available. 
For carrier o p eration, however, an:r material increase in 
take-off distance would probably be a serious disadvantae, 

ID 

Tnkj._ The tank wing is esoentia11- a temporary 
moans of providing added wing area in order that the 
airplane may take off with a greater fuel load for certain 
long-range missions end, at the same time, Provides tank 
space for this extra fuel. This auxiliary wing would 
probably be mounted as the upper wing of a biplane as 
shown in figure 1	 ith such an arrangemct , it would be 
theoretice,ll- possible to increase the effective span of 
the airplane to some extent but the high aspect ratio that 
would be requix ci for the auxiliary wing would probably 
unduly complicate the structural p r oblems. For the PUr- poses of this ana1ysi, it was assumed that 	 n a tak wing 
Of aspect ratio 5 w.th an area of 80 s q uare feet and 
a fuel capacity of 300 gallons would re-.)resent a reasonably 
practicable case. This arrangement entails a reduction in 
the effective span of the combination of about 2 percent in 
comparison with the original airp lane	 The wetted area and 
hence the Parasite-drag increase dueto the tank wing, 
furthermore, is about twice tr.at of a body of

t'

 ion of equal volume,	 s a r es -0 1 t, the airpla	 with the tank ring 
is somewhat less ffiint than the airplane with a stream-
line external tank,	 (See figs, 3 and 4,) 

The effect of this reduced efficiency chews in figure 5 
as a reduction in range from 2600 to 2440 miles with a 600- 
gallon fuel load.. The tank wing does, how-ever, give an 
increase in range for a given take-off ö.istance, because of 
the greater fuel load that can be carried, For land-base 
operatica, the tank win g i ncreases the range from 1440 to 2100 miles or about. 45 percent for th 
tance as for the	

same take-off dis- 
original airplane with the normal full fuel 

load of 300 gallons, For carrier operation the range would 
be i ncreased to 1750 mi?e or about 20 percent, Tb offc 
tiveness of the . tank w 4

ng f0r carrier , operation in comoarisoi
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with that for land-base operation is reduced, because the 
flap on the original wing is used for the carrier take.off5 
and. the added wing area due to the tank wing does ' not in 
this case protortionately increase the take-off lift, 

Increasing the span of an air 
plane, other things remaining equal, will proPortionately 
increase the maximum range attainable with a given fuel 
load., This fact suggests the Use of auxiliary panels 
attached to the win- 	 in rlace of the removable tip 
fairings (see fig. 2), as a promising moans or increasing 
the range. 

Inasmuch as the greatest range is attained at moderate 
speeds it is possible that these temporary tip extensions 
could be constructed, of fairly light wood or plasti3 0 Pur-. themor	 because the wing of a fighter airplane is designed 
for loadings much greater than t hose encountered, in level 
flight, major changes in the siaiil wing structure might not 
be nec3ssary	 It is suggested that, by using a greater
taor in thetip extens ions as shown in flauro 2 end èt 
the same time suitably incroasin the camber of the air .-
foil sections, the zust loads imposed on the main wing 
structure b  the tip extensions can be cons icierably reduced 
without materially affecting the rarge ore take-off 
distance. 

Th e tip extensions would cc iderably reduce the 
lateral maneuverability of the airplane. For the airplane 
considered, it is estimated that tip extensions of 10-foot 
span (over-all sDari increased from 41to 61 ft) wou:Ld de- 
crease the rnanimurn value of the tip helix angle pb/2V 
attainable with. the ailerons about 30 percent, 	 It is 
be.ie yed that this ios in control efec tjvene55wol1. not 
be too serious fo:' the maneuvers which mis'ht be reauirocl 
in a long.-.r:e flight s Flight tests have shown that the 
moment of inertia of an airplane about its long'itudni 
axis can be at least doubled without aater J a1y affectin 
lateral maneuverability; ace ord.ingly the added moment of 
inertia due to the ti p extensions should have no noticeable 
effect on the resuonse to aileron control, 

The relatively low stability that is normally character- 
istic of fighter-t-pe airplanes would tend to increase pilot 
fatigue on a long-range fligh t e Th t emporary

d
e v ices used. for i ncreasin g the rane should therefore be desinod., in-

sofar as possible, to improve the stability, 	 Increaged 
longitudinal stability could be obtained byprovidingsweep-
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back in the wing-tip extenons or by properly disposing 
the fuel load carried in external tanks. Wing-tip exten-
sions might be designed with sufficient dihedral angle to 
improve spiral stability, if necessary, in order that the 

'	 pilot could fly with rudder alone in smooth air. 
c.\J

The use of wing-tip extensions, either alone or in 
conjunction with streamline external fuel tanks, a pp ears to 
be the most effective of the means considered for increasing 
the range attainable with fighter airplanes. Not only 'is 
the efficiency of the airplane increased, as shown in fig-
ures 3 and 4, with the result that the range with a given 
fuel load is greater, but also the added wing area will 
give a substantial improvement in take-off distance. In 
figure 5, the maximum rango of the airplane with 600 gallons 
of fuel is shown to be increased from 2600 to 3030 miles 
with 5-foot ti p extensions and to 3450 miles with 10-foot 
tip extensions.	 It is also shown that, without exceeding 
take-off distance of the original airplane from either a 
land base or a carrier, the rane is increased from 1440 
to about 2400 miles or almost 70 percent with 5-foot tip 
extenions and to about 3300 miles or between 125 and 130 
Percent with 10-foot tip extensions. The wing-tip exten-
sions, in contrast with the tank wing, appear equally 
effective in increasing the range for a given take-off 
distance from either a land base or a carrier because the 
increased lift-curve slope with the wing-tip extensions' 
gives a relatively higher take-off lift for the fixed' 
angle of attack of the carrier take-off than is obtained 
with the tank wing. 

Inasmuch as an increase in s pan reduce the airspeed 
at which maximum efficiency is attained, the time of 
flight over a given distance will be' greater with the 
wing-tip extensions than with the original airplane or 
with the tank wing, if the primary c o nsideration is the 
attainment of a given range with the least Possible fuel 
load or take-off distance. Tis case is re presented n 
figure 5	 When the distance to be flown is so g;at as 
to tax the p ilot 1 s endurance it may be desirable to fly 
at speeds higher than those at which maximum effi iency 
occurs, oven though a greater fuel load, and take-off dis- 
tance Will he required '*_ Comparison of figures 5 and 6. 
shows that the flying speed for the airplane equipped with 
wing-tip e xtensions could he i ncreased to the extent that 
the duration of flight for a given range is the same as for 
the o'iginal airplane w4thout seriously increasing the take-
off distances for a given range or, conversely, without greatly 
reducing the range attainable for a given take-off distance.
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CONCLUDING. REMARKS 

Of the methods considered for temporarily increasing 
the range of fighter-type airplanes, the use of auxiliary, 
wingtip extensions ap pears the most promising. For the 
airplane considered, it was estimated that 10-foot exten-
sions - that is, an increase in span of 20 feet - used in 
conjunction with an external fuel tank would increase the 
range of the airplane 125 to 130 percent without any in-
crease in the distances required to take off from either a 
land base or a carrier. With 5-foot tip extensions, the 
range would be increased 65 to 70 percent, under the same 
Jim itations. 

•	 An auxiliary wing of 4-foot chord and 20-foot span 
mounted above the main win and 	 tank capacity
for 300 gallons of extra f l, was shown to give somewhat 
lower eff I ency In terms of miles per gallon than the 
original airplane with the extra fuel carried in a stream- 
line sterna1 tank. The tank wing would permit a greater 
fuel load to be carried, for a given take-off distance 
because of the added wing area, and the range would thereby 
be increased.	 For a given take-off distance from a land 
base, the increase in range was estimated to be about 45 
percent, The increase for a given carrier take-off would 
be about 20 percent. 

Increasing the range 50 percent by carrying extra 
fuel in streamline external tanks without any other mod.i-
ficatioris to the airplane would entail an increase of 
20 percent in take-off distance from a land base and 
32 perce.nt from a carrier. 

Selection of the most suitable method for a particular 
application will of course depend on other factors besides 
the attainable range and take-off performance, such as 
structural problems, pilot endurance, and: area available 
for take-off. For example, if in a given case the duration 
of lieht with external tanks alone is equal to the endurance 
of the pilot and if the area and. the span available for take- 
off are adequate, there will be little advantage In the use 
Of more efficient methods. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautic, ,,! Laboratory, 
National Advisory Coir.m,Lttee for Aeronautics, 

angle'	 ield,	 d..
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Figure 5- variation with range of t'! C:'  distances from a land base and 
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each eOfldj - LQfl. Vertical marks on curves of take-off distance acajnst 
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Figure S- Variation vith range of tak3-.off distances from a land. base 
ar3. a carrier and d.uratjor1 of flight for various modifications 

of fighter airplane. Plight at 10,000 feet at speed of majmuij i-i/C L/D of normal airplane for all conditldlls. 
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